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Between June 1st and 7th of 2009 took place the Electronic Conference 

“Preparing World Rabies Day”. SAPUVETNET III project intended to contribute to an 

extended debate about the several aspects of this important zoonose’s combat, which 

is a serious problem in many countries of Africa and Latin America and which is 

considered a neglected disease by the World Health Organization (WHO). 

It have attended to the conference 132 participants of several European and 

Latin America countries and from the United States of America (USA), including 

Portugal, Spain, Italy, The Netherlands, England, Colombia, Argentina, Peru, Chile, 

Uruguay, Costa Rica, Brazil and Massachusetts (USA). We thank and felicitate the 

presence of a high number of Veterinary Medicine students from different countries; 

University Professors, most of them related to teaching/researching in Public Health 

and/or Epidemiology; to the City Councils Veterinarians National Portuguese 

Association, which demonstrated its strong presence and contributed with the example 

of the lines implemented in their country and to the private practitioners veterinarians.  

The contribution of all was fundamental  to the Conference’s success. 

Several questions were inquired to the participants in order to begin the debates 

and during the conference were discussed the following aspects: 

 

1. Real Rabies dimension considering the different ecogeographic scenaria 

(situation of the developed countries vs developing countries; different scenaria in 

developing countries). 

2. Human behaviour and beliefs, which interfere in the success of prevention 

campaigns: responsible ownership, differences between urban and rural areas and 

between countries with different levels of socioeconomic development. 

3.  How to suit intervention strategies to different socioeconomic scenaria? 

What is the best strategy to communicate the risk? Which activities may be developed 

in the World Rabies Day?   

 

Great attention was paid to developing countries since Rabies is a serious 

problem in those. Africa’s example was quite discussed. Rabies, like other diseases, 

silently disseminates in this continent killing more than 30.000 people each year, 

according to WHO. The little attention to Public Health actions, the lack of tools for 

prophylactic and diagnosis actions, non informed populations and doing only passive 

surveillance actions, are some of the factors that contribute for the high number of 



victims in this Continent. Furthermore, there are strong local beliefs, testified for some 

of the participants, about the negative impact of the vaccine on the dog’s character. 

The owners claim loss of aggressiveness, hunt and guard abilities. It was suggested 

and discussed the significance of working around this issue, focusing the use of the 

vaccine as a health family protection, more than a health animal’s protection. Not 

relating the cause (mammal/bat’s bite) to its consequence (Rabies transmission), and 

thus not being sensible to preventive actions implementation, is another important topic 

related to the lack of information of the populations. Latin American countries were 

strongly present and shared diversified experiences since they are a multifaceted 

region with free Rabies countries or areas and others where the disease can be 

sporadic or endemic, where there are urban and sylvatic Rabies, Rabies in companion 

(cats and dogs) and production animals and where there is an increasing participation 

of bats in the disease’s transmission. Actually in the great majority of these countries 

the sylvatic Rabies is the major concern, because after the success of programs 

control in dogs, vampire bats still remain a sylvatic reservoir of the disease and play a 

central role in its transmission, whether they are residents or migrant bats. One 

example shared by Colombia showed the bats issue: in 22 of the 36 Departments and 

Districts the virus moves in rural areas mostly because of bats. There are reported 

cases in production animals, mainly in bovines and equines, and occasional outbreaks 

in humans, when there are a high percentage of the population being bitten by bats. 

The most affected populations are natives and colonists who have houses with poor 

sanitary conditions. After focusing this issue it became clear that it cannot be neglected 

the genetic variability of the virus and its ability for adaptation, because the strains 

found mainly in bats are frequently appearing in dogs and, therefore, rural areas’ bats 

may infect dogs, introducing the virus in urban areas, where the disease was previous 

controlled and representing a high risk to Public Health.  

Given the shared experiences, Surveillance, Control and Monitoring Rabies 

Programs were discussed. The knowledge achieved in this context may be very useful 

when applied in some African countries or other developing countries.   

It was unanimous that Rabies cases are under reported and that there should 

be an effective and credible data collecting system of Rabies cases, especially in 

developing countries. There will always be under reporting as long as the surveillance 

remains passive in so many countries. Stands, in this context, the importance of 

making the active surveillance processes more dynamic and with the participation of 

the community (schools, universities, community organizations, among others). It was 

concluded that Public awareness is the key for every control activity, being extremely 

necessary to improve the disclosure, informing the population about the etiology, 



transmission, treatment pre and post infection, the importance of preventive actions 

and the non vaccination risk associated. They should also be aware of sylvatic and 

companion animals behaviour, so that the aggressive episodes may decrease, as well 

as knowing what to do and what care to take after aggression episodes. We should 

work to develop effective mechanisms that cover all the population. Furthermore, the 

majority of people still don’t have access to modern communication media as Internet, 

television or even radio. It was discussed the difficulty of reaching elderly and iliterated 

populations and the importance of reaching the youngest, since they are very 

permeable to information and will be a source of information transmission in the 

society, allowing future behaviour changes. In Africa for example it seems vital how 

children bring their pets to vaccination. Being primary sources of information 

transmission, veterinarians, were target of discussion concerning the knowledge of the 

disease and their update. The ignorance of many veterinarians may be a contributing 

cause for vaccination’s failure. 

Epidemiological studies should be a part of the strategy against Rabies. Some 

studies helped knowing the contributing factors to bat Rabies transmitted maintenance 

and allowed also to know the way of dissemination and areas where the virus was 

spread, its occurrence, velocity, clinical presentation and acknowledge of the 

interepidemic places (where vampire bats also die with Rabies). However studies 

about vampire bat’s population dynamics and ecology are still highly needed and 

important, as well as studies defining the role of Man in ecosystems balance and in 

climate changes and towards prevention the virus transmission. 

The price of the vaccine may be a demobilizing factor of vaccination, so it was 

highly discussed if the vaccine should be free and being free, if it would be applied to 

companion animals and/or livestock. It was also mentioned which sector should be 

responsible for this service, the public or private and discussed the veterinarian sector 

restructuring and its privatization, since the majority of pet owners go to private clinics. 

There was no consensus in the previous matter, but several other questions were 

made, such as the differences between large-scale vaccination campaigns and 

animals’ individual vaccination by their owners, questions that once more brought the 

subject of the importance of the socioeconomic situation of the country as a 

determinant factor to choose what sort of Veterinary Services to offer. Also related to 

the vaccination, it was asked in which areas should the vaccination be done, if it should 

be interrupted in free Rabie’s areas or if it should continue to be mandatory, and what 

to do in free Rabie’s areas bordering infected areas. The general opinion is that in the 

first case, where the risk of infection is low, countries should be free to choose between 

mandatory vaccination or nonmandatory; in the second case the vaccination should 



continue; and in the third situation, an area where dog Rabies is endemic, everyone 

agree with mandatory vaccination.  

Promoting the pet´s responsible ownership was other important aspect 

discussed in this conference. Awareness campaigns, as already cited, with activities 

and games which can teach children the responsibility of owning a pet and which 

sensitize them for preventive measures, may be one of the ways of promoting the 

responsible ownership of pets. Other may be the mandatory electronic identification of 

pets, bringing responsibility to owners and discouraging the abandonment of animals. 

To decrease the population of errant dogs and to keep the number of abandoned 

animals low is preferable sterilization campaigns of abandoned animals to euthanasia. 

In rural areas physical barriers must be placed to avoid bats to come inside 

homes, must be controlled hematophagous bat populations, should be developed 

information, education and communication strategies and should be declared 

aggression outbreaks, to nurse people who have been bitten as soon as possible. 

There must also be more human and economic resources to develop more effective 

vaccines and there must be a stronger vaccination programme of animals, especially 

cats.  

Every strategy must be adjusted to the socio-economic conditions of each 

region, not forgetting that different socio-economic and geographic conditions may 

interfere in the measures validity, since what in one place may work well, in another 

may be a lost investment. 

Finally it was stressed the importance of uniting both human and veterinary 

medicine to achieve the success in health programs. It is required multidisciplinary 

teams of doctors, veterinarians, biologists, geographers and meteorologists, to 

understand the disease epidemiological cycles, particularly in sylvatic areas. 

We must innovate and be creative to reach populations, the private and public 

sectors, so they may involve and commit in finding rational and sustainable solutions, 

which take also into account the welfare and health of human and animal populations 

in urban and rural areas. 

 

Very briefly to conclude highlights are the following: 

 

 There is lack of research strategies, particularly in fields, which allow to predict 

the virus and its host’s behaviour (ecology, climatic changes, epidemiological 

maps…). 

 There is a need of developing innovative and dynamic programs to 

communicate information, adjusted to each population and which contribute to 



inform and teach populations, raising awareness of the need of preventive 

measures and bypassing beliefs and behaviours which contribute to the failure 

of vaccination campaigns. 

 There is need to emphasize the importance of animal vaccination in promoting 

human health and to define which areas to vaccinate and who must bear its 

costs (public sector or private sector role). 

 There is need of introducing effective measures to control the population of 

errant animals since it had been highlighted the failure of euthanasia systems. 

 It has stressed the importance of interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary 

cooperation. 

 

 


